
More options than most
Automation: Sit back, relax and let our 
fully automated system’s control your 
swimming pool’s temperature, cleaning 
and even your water chemistry without 
you having to lift a finger.

Sunpods & Water Features: Sunpods 
and water features enhance the visual 
look of your swimming pool, we can help 
create a magical look to complement any 
Narellan Pool.

Swim Jets: Creating an artificial current 
to swim against for therapy, fitness and 
aerobic exercise, our swim jets allow 
swimmers the physical training they 
require.

Spa Jets & Bubbling Spa Nooks: 
Relax and unwind, let your pool give 
you a massage with our in-pool spa 
inclusions. Choose from either Venturi 
spa jets or an air manifold system. For 
maximum effect ask us about having 
both installed.

Pool Blankets: Did you know that 
evaporation is one of the major causes of 
water loss from swimming pools? When 
you purchase a Narellan Pool, ask about 

Disclaimer: Dimensions are internal length 
and width at the top of the coping. For external 
measurements refer to website. Depth is from 
deepest part of internal shell to coping. Some 
measurements rounded. The colours are a 
representation only & may not represent the 
final product. Every effort has been made to 
ensure the accuracy of the information and 
illustrations within this catalogue at the time of 
print. You acknowledge that such information, 
illustrations and colours may contain inaccuracies 
and we expressly exclude liability for any such 
inaccuracies to the fullest extent permitted by law. 
Your use of any information provided is entirely at 
your own risk, for which Narellan Pools (NZ) Pty Ltd 
and any of its Body Corporate shall not be liable. It 
shall be your own responsibility to ensure that any 
information received from this catalogue meets 
your specific requirements.

 MOST LOVED 
POOLS

narellanpools.co.nz  |  0508 476 657

FREE STANDING POOLS

You can now build the pool of your dreams in backyards which previously would of been deemed cost prohibited or impractical. 
The specially engineered pool shells allows you the flexibility to work with your expert pool builder to design a backyard that 
suits both your budget and lifestyle.

Available on all the fulll range of Narellan Pools.

Free Standing Option
a fitted pool blanket, which helps to 
reduce evaporation and water loss by 
97% and helps keep your pool warm.

Cleaners: A clean pool is an inviting 
pool, and we offer a range of pool 
cleaners to keep your pool sparkling 
all year round. Ranging from robotic 
to suction cleaners, we will assist you 
to find an option which will suit your 
lifestyle and budget.

Lights: Colour your world with 
our range of innovative lighting 
solutions. Installing lights in your 
pool creates a magical look at night.

Heating: With our range of quality 
heating systems for your pool, you 
get the benefits of stable water 
temperature and an extended swim 
season. The three types of heating 
systems are solar, heat pumps and 
gas. These can be used separately 
or in conjunction with each other. 
Ask us about the best solution for 
your pool.

Build with Absolute Confidence

Narellan Pools, New Zealand's favourite swimming pools are now made in NZ. 

You can now have the peace of mind of buying a NZ made fibreglass pool without having to compromise on 
quality.  Almost 50 years of innovation, engineering and composite development has results in the creation of the 

world's best fibreglass pool. 

Out unique fibreglass formula provides you with a technically brilliant pool that will withstand all climate conditions 
and soil types in any location, all this from a pool handcrafted right here in Aotearoa. 

NEPTUNE SPA GREY QUARTZ

™

We Bring Dreams to life
From the outset we received quick and efficient service from Jacque and she was very helpful in providing advice and assistance 

in making decisions and choices are the myriad of issues that needed to be decided when building a pool.  Nothing was too 
much trouble, including bringing samples around to our house.  But the proof is in the building, and I am very pleased to say we 
were not disappointed. John is very much hands on and sets the highest standards of professionalism in everything he does. The 

pool and associated plumbing and coping paving were installed to a very high level of skill and competence displaying work-
manship of the highest calibre.  We installed the pool as the same time as building the house, so significant communication and       

coordination was required with the builder, which John did very well. With an easy going nature and keen sense of humour 
makes him very easy to talk to and work with, and was pleasingly flexible in fitting in with the overall building process and  

priorities.

Alan Frauenstein

It was obvious from day one that these guys really knew what they were doing, and it was a pleasure to watch them at work. 
They set a very high standard for themselves, and were not willing to settle for anything but a perfect result. That is what we got. 

We are very happy with our new pool and would recommend Narellan Pools to anyone contemplating such an investment.

David and Pip Bird - Martinborough, NZ



Using the latest Gelcoat technology,
Marbleglass is the ultimate in modern
design. With better chemical resistance,
and more flexibility, your Marbleglass
pool will look beautiful for years to come.

MarbleglassTM Range

AquamarineMediterranean Pearl

Blues

Blue Azurite Blue Agate

Sands/Stones

Bondi SandSummer Pearl

Summer Stone River Rock

Greens

Green Malachite

Green Jadeite

Monochromatic

Whitehaven PearlSilver PearlBlack Onyx

Platinum Pearl Grey Quartz

Crystal Granite Range

A classic, our Crystal Granite colour
range is the perfect example of 
practical style. Built with nonabrasive 
surfaces, these pools are as durable 
as they are beautiful. Bermuda Blue Cobalt Blue Coral Blue

* Dimensions are internal length and width at the top of the coping.  Depth is from deepest part of internal shell coping. Some measurements are rounded.  Refer to 
website for external dimensions

Symphony

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Symphony 5 5.0m 3.1m 1.20m - 1.45m

Symphony 6 6.0m 3.1m 1.20m - 1.55m

Symphony 7 7.0m 3.6m 1.20m - 1.65m

Symphony 8 8.0m 3.9m 1.20m - 1.73m

Symphony 9 9.0m 3.9m 1.20m - 1.80m

Symphony 10 10.0m 3.9m 1.20m - 1.86m

Symphony 11 11.0m 3.9m 1.20m - 1.95m

Symphony 12 11.7m 3.9m 1.20m - 1.99m

The pinnacle of design with its 
contemporary clean lines and functional 
appeal, featuring the long bench seat 
and deep end steps, the Symphony is the 
ideal extension to your family home.

Grandeur

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Grandeur 7 7.0m 4.0m 1.20m - 1.65m

Grandeur 9 9.0m 4.0m 1.20m - 1.80m

Grandeur 11 11.0m 4.0m 1.20m - 1.95m

Make a grand statement with the elegant 
staircase entry and dual deep end steps 
for graceful exits, the Grandeur is the 
perfect centrepiece for your summer days 
and nights.

Eden

Blue Azurite Bermuda BlueBlue Azurite Blue Agate

Nirvana
The Nirvana captures the essence of luxury 
and relaxation.  With a resort style splash 
deck, deep swimming area and long 
contemporary lines, it's been created to 
bring peace and tranquillity into modern life.

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Nirvana 5 5.0m 2.7m 1.45m

Nirvana 6 6.0m 2.7m 1.45m

Nirvana 7 7.0m 2.7m 1.45m

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Eden 3.5 3.2m 3.2m 1.65m

Eden 4.5 4.2m 3.2m 1.65m

Eden 5.5 5.2m 3.2m 1.65m

Eden 5 Slimline 4.75m 1.85m 1.65m

A modern plunge pool with enough 
space for the whole family to enjoy.  With 
its compact shape, contemporary style, 
and functional design, the Eden is the 
quintessential pool for suburban spaces .

Mediterranean Pearl

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Atlantis 8 8.0m 3.95m 1.05m - 1.70m

Atlantis 10 10.0m 3.95m 1.10m - 1.90m

Atlantis 12 11.75m 3.95m 1.10m - 2.10m

Atlantis
The Atlantis has been designed with  
family in mind. With its soft edges and 
smooth lines this is the ideal solution for  
lap swimming and family fun.

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Panama 5 5.0m 2.3m 1.45m

Panama 8 8.0m 2.3m 1.45m

Panama 11 11.0m 2.3m 1.45m

Keep fit in the comfort of your own 
backyard with our lap pool design. With 
a single depth throughout, the Panama is 
perfect for swimming laps with room the 
whole family can enjoy.

Panama

Whitehaven Pearl

Serene
Enjoy the perfect balance of functionality 
and the Serene's modern design, 
featuring an unobstructed swimming 
corridor and long bench seat, this pool is 
the ideal choice for entertaining.

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Serene 6 6.0m 3.5m 1.20m - 1.55m

Serene 7 7.0m 3.5m 1.20m - 1.65m

Serene 8 8.0m 3.5m 1.20m - 1.75m

Serene 9 9.0m 3.5m 1.20m - 1.80m

Grey Quartz Blue Agate

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Harmony 3.25m 1.75m 0.40m

Create your own urban hideaway with 
our beautifully crafted Harmony Wading 
Pool, designed for children to play in 
shallow water while gaining their water 
confidence.

Harmony Wading Pool

Grey Quartz

NAME LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

Neptune 2.40m 1.75m 0.90m

The popular Neptune Spa has been 
designed to complement and enhance 
the look of any of our inground 
swimming pools.

Neptune Spa

Blue Agate


